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Catholic Liberal Arts Colleges
for Strong Pre-Med Preparation
Rev. Gerard Senecal, O.S.B.

Father Gerard Senecal, O.S.B., Ph.D., president, Benedictini:: "' ollege, Atchison, Kansas, is a former chairman of th~ boards of d ~re· tors
of both the Kansas City Regional Council for Hzgher E~ucatzo: •. an~
the Kansas Foundation for Independent Colleges. Chazrman o . th
department of physics at Benedictine from 1965 to 1970, he h· ld a
National Science Foundation faculty fellowship for post-do to ral
research in 1970 and 1971 at the University of California at Ber; ·qley.
He earned his doctorate in physics at Kansas State University.

Presidents of America's liberal arts colleges are basking in pr~ise
from the leaders of business and industry for the success these inst itutions are enjoying in preparing young people for leadership roles in t~e
marketplace. The large number of these presidents who head Cat hohc
institutions sometimes feel that not enough is being said abo ut the
role of their colleges in preparing men and women of their faith for
critical roles within the Church. Of particular interest are solid Cat~o
lic liberal arts colleges for the technical, ethical and moral preparatwn
of those entering the medical profession.
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Fortune 500 companies showing that six out of ten chief executi~e
officers in the 50 largest firms of finance, life insurance, merchandising, transportation and utilities had received their undergraduate education at private colleges.
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According to a recent editorial in Chemical and Engmee~mg Ne~
a General Motors study of its own employees found that hberal 1.t
graduates had done so well within all aspects of the company that
had launched a program to attract "si~eable numbers of co.llege .gr:X,~
uates whose analytical and language skills have been honed m a hb
,
.
. }'beral
arts program."
The same editorial cites a Chase-Manhattan study m which 1
arts graduates with BAs had, as a group, a greater success rate t han
MBAs.

Recently, it was my privilege to welcome astronaut Sally Ride to
the Benedictine College campus in Atchison, Kansas. This gave me an
opportunity for a commentary on the changing roles and requirements
for these roles in our society. Graduates with narrow technological
training will grow obsolete very quickly. "What is needed," I added,
"is a graduate educated to think, to analyze, to evaluate, and to adapt
· to new situations. Above all, it appears that qualities of moral leadership will be as essential as they always have been."
Shortly thereafter, Secretary of Education Terrell H . Bell released a
1984 study of the nation's colleges and universities, expressing concern for growing weaknesses. From those findings, he selected key
points to dramatize to the press. For example: "More students are
pursuing degrees in increasingly narrow fields, avoiding the liberal arts
and sciences, avoiding subjects that challenge their verbal skill, and
moving more into professional and vocational programs on the undergraduate level."
Parallel assessments of Catholic higher education have charged that
not enough attention has been paid to traditional Catholic values eroding from classrooms of Church-related institutions of this country.
Any combination of these losses has to be of concern to those
entrusted with counselling Catholic men and women entering the
health professions - especially through state and secular schools of
medicine.
Catholics who choose medicine as a profession in the years ahead
Will face some of the most difficult moral and ethical choices which
have risen in the entire history of medicine. This calls for Catholic
Physicians of our society to collaborate more intimately in the preservation of sound institutions still providing the theological and philo~phical grounding essential to such decision-making. It may take conSiderable time to work out mechanisms for direct involvement with
the scientific side of the Catholi~ liberal arts college in order to insure
~uality pre-med preparation. Catholic doctors should not ·wait to
Involve themselves immediately in finding existing colleges which do
~ovide both successful pre-med preparation and value-oriented educa~on based on sound Catholic theology and philosophy as required
Ingredients of the bachelor's degree.
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